Intermediate

Correlative conjunctions: would rather… than…
When we say “I would rather X than Y” we are expressing preference. It is like
saying “I prefer X more than Y”, but it is perhaps a little less formal. Rather/than is
part of a word group known as correlative conjunctions, which means both words
must be used to make the connection, for example: “I would rather eat Peruvian
food than Spanish food.
This fluency exercise elicits the grammar structure by asking the students the
following question:
Would you rather…X or…Y
Students respond with their preference using a full sentence, for example: I would
rather XXXX than YYYY.
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…live in England or America? - I would rather live in … than …
…live in Paris or London? - I would rather live in … than …
…be too fat or too thin? - I would rather be … than …
…be deaf or blind? - I would rather be … than …
…be a dog or a cat? - I would rather be a … than a …
…be a cockroach or a rat?
…have bad breath or bad body odour?
…really bad teeth or really bad skin?
…be a famous pop star or a famous film star?
…own a private yacht or a private jet?
…have a Lambourghini or a Ferrari?
…have Jimmy Choo shoes or a Versace handbag?
…have an Armani suit or a Hugo Boss suit?
…have a Bentley or an Aston martin?
…own a Picasso or Van Gogh?
…own a Rembrandt or a Monet?
…watch a horror film or an action film?
…scuba dive or skydive?
…break both legs or break both arms?
…do a marathon or a triathlon?
...go to the Olympics or the World Cup?
…have a holiday in Brazil or holiday in Thailand?
…have a beach house or a log cabin in the mountains?
…have a romantic dinner and a serious chat or casual drinks and a laugh?
…go for a picnic in the park or visit an art gallery?
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